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 Chapter 1171 facing her lover’s betrayal 

 

He had the key to her apartment. After all, they had been in love for three years, and she also had the 

key to his apartment. There was no secret between them anymore. 

He opened the door with the key and walked in, but there was no one in the living room. He was 

confused. It was not time to cook, and there was no one at the kitchen door. Could she still be sleeping 

in? 

Song Yuxi’s apartment was a small square meter duplex. There was only the living room and kitchen 

bathroom on the first floor, and there was a bedroom with a bathroom on the second floor. He held the 

bouquet of lilies and walked upstairs, thinking that if she did not get up.. Then he would propose to her 

in front of her bed. Perhaps she would be so touched that she would hug the blanket and cry. 

With such a good mood, he walked forward. When he reached the corner of the curved staircase, he 

heard a strange sound coming from upstairs. It sounded like Yu Xi was moaning in pain and joy while she 

was panting. His heart tightened He thought that she was sick, so he quickly walked up. At this time, he 

heard the man’s low growl. He instinctively took two steps forward, but was completely shocked by 

what was happening in the bedroom 

Because their backs were facing the door, they did not know that Lei Zhenyu was standing by the door. 

A man and a woman seemed to be entering the most intense phase, and the MOANS and low growls 

rose and fell one after another… … … 

The Lily in Lei Zhenyu’s hand fell to the ground with a “PA” sound. The two people who were in full 

swing on the bed were not even interrupted by this sound, and they were still continuing. 

He finally could not bear it anymore, so he kicked the door hard with his foot. Only then did the two 

people on the bed stop their intense movements. They were slightly stunned before they slowly turned 

around. 

When the two people realized it was him, they were instantly stunned. Song Yuxi quickly pulled the quilt 

on the bed to cover her naked body, while the man slowly picked up the clothes on the ground and put 

them on in front of him. 

Lei Zhenyu glanced at the guilty woman and the man on the bed. Then, he lifted his leg and kicked the 

bouquet of lilies he bought himself into the trash can. Then, he threw the ring he was going to propose 

to outside the window Then, he turned around and strode away. 

“from then on, I broke up with her completely. I went abroad a week later, and it took me seven years. I 

only came back two months ago. ” Lei Zhenyu finally ended his memory. 

When ru Yu heard this, she also felt sorry for him. She never thought that Lei Zhenyu had a similar 

experience with her. She could not stand seeing Jin Zhengnan and Lan Ruoshui together Moreover, Lei 

Zhenyu saw his beloved woman naked in bed with another man. 



“then… did they get married later? ” It was only when ru Yu asked this question that she felt confused. If 

Song Yuxi was married, why would she bother Lei Zhenyu? 

“then… did they get married later? ” It was only when ru Yu asked this question that she felt confused. If 

Song Yuxi was married, why would she bother Lei Zhenyu again? 

“I don’t know if they were married, ” Lei Zhenyu said faintly. “I only know that they are not together 

anymore. They should be separated. ” 

“How do you know that they are separated? ” Ru Yu was even more surprised. Her heart could not help 

but thump. Could it be that Lei Zhenyu also knew that man back then. 

“because… Zheng Junji is also occasionally courting you now, isn’t he? ” Lei Zhenyu said softly, but it 

made ru yu dumbfounded. 

Chapter 1172 moving back to the Lei family 

 

After experiencing Lei Zhenyu’s birthday banquet, the relationship between ru Yu and Lei Zhenyu 

seemed to have taken a step closer. As Ru Yu did not have to go out to sketch for a while, her work was 

more peaceful. 

Lei Zhenyu was different. Because of the need of the Lei family, he had to resign from his law firm to join 

the Lei family. Of course, he was not going to be a vice president, but directly entered the project 

development department. 

Lei Zhenyu entered the Lei family to work. The Lei family was far away from his apartment in the city 

center. Instead, it was closer to the Lei family’s courtyard Lei Taihe said, “all of you move back to live 

with me. The whole family will split up and live outside. An old man will stay at home to guard the 

house, right? ” 

Lei Zhenyu quickly said that ru Yu’s studio was a little far away from the Lei family. However, Lei Taihe 

said that ru Yu’s studio was far away, but she could adjust her own studio time by herself, right There 

was no such thing as overtime. Even if she drove back from work every day, it would not be too late. 

Wasn’t it just a half-hour drive? 

Lei Zhensheng also suggested that the two of them move back home. He said that there were many 

things that the company needed to discuss with Lei Zhenyu. If he lived outside, it would not be so 

convenient for him to find him. Moreover, Lei Zhenyu had just gone to the company, so there would 

definitely be many places that he needed to communicate with him. 

An arm could not twist a thigh, and the minority obeyed the majority. In the end, ru Yu and Lei Zhenyu 

moved back to the Lei family’s courtyard. Lei Zhenyu was very happy, but ru Yu felt a little melancholic 

in her heart. 

In the Lei family’s courtyard, Lei Zhenyu’s room was big enough, but there was only one bed. Therefore, 

on the night that they moved back home, ru Yu discussed with Lei Zhenyu while she slept, “why don’t 

we go and buy another bed? This room can fit it anyway. ” 



Lei Zhenyu laughed out loud He used his hand to poke her forehead symbolically and said, “you wish. 

There are two beds in the room, and the maid has to come into our room to clean it every day. Isn’t it 

strange to find two beds “She will definitely tell my father about it. Then, won’t you expose our arranged 

marriage “Are you trying to fulfill Jin Zhengnan and Lan Ruoshui’s wish? ” 

When ru Yu heard what he said, she was immediately depressed. It seemed that it was indeed 

inappropriate to have two beds, but she did not want to sleep on the same bed with Lei Zhenyu every 

day. Although his embrace was very comfortable, in the end, he was a man full of energy. 

There were a few nights when she slept with her back in his embrace. She had a vague feeling that there 

was a hot hard stick on her back. Although she was not experienced, she was not a fool. Moreover, Lin 

Yuxin had taken her to do a few Japanese movies. 

Sometimes, that kind of thing might happen in a moment of impulse or confusion. She did not allow 

herself to be confused. Before she completely wanted to spend her life with a man, she did not want to 

lose herself. 

“Why don’t we change the SOFA in the room to a three-person Sofa? ” Ru Yu finally thought of a 

solution Then, she said with some excitement, “this is the best idea. Your father won’t suspect a thing if 

we change the Sofa, and the Long Sofa is suitable for sleeping alone. I think we’ll do it this way. I’ll go 

buy a sofa tomorrow. From now on, the two of US Will Sleep on the sofa for a night. ” 

As Ru Yu said this, she jumped up and took a tape measure to measure the size of the Sofa in the room 

In the end, she shouted excitedly, “Aiyo, we can totally customize a 1.2-meter-long single bed SOFA, and 

I want to make it into a sofa that can be placed on a bed. This is equivalent to having two beds. “. 

Chapter 1173 of the supplementary wedding was put on the agenda 

 

Compared to ru Yu’s excitement, Lei Zhenyu did not know whether to laugh or cry. He had originally 

thought of moving back to the Lei family and sleeping on the same bed every night. It should not take 

long for the raw rice to be cooked. 

However, who knew whether Che Ru Yu was a rock or a piece of wood? Looking at her excitedly drawing 

the design of the SOFA on the paper, he was secretly annoyed. People said that the closer one got to the 

moon, how long had he been the closer one Why hadn’t he gotten the moon yet? 

Alright, it had to be done slowly. He comforted himself like this again. Moreover, he had only known her 

for a short while. Although there was a marriage contract, it was just a strategy at the end of the day. It 

had nothing to do with feelings. 

Lei Zhenyu went to work at the Lei family. Ru Yu was still drawing in her studio. Occasionally, she would 

go back to the Che family with Lei Zhenyu to see her father, Che Qi Xuan. Then, she learned that Auntie 

Hui was coming back from Ji Zhou Island at the end of October because she was about to enter Labor. 

After Lei Zhenyu went to work at the Lei family, one night during dinner, Lei Taihe once suggested that 

Lei Zhenyu and ru Yu hold a wedding. He said that they had been married for so long and if they didn’t 

hold a wedding soon, what if ru Yu’s belly got big? It wouldn’t be good to tell others. 



The reason why Lei Taihe was so fond of ru Yu was because ru Yu was a good chess player. Lei Taihe was 

lonely at home. Occasionally, he would drive out to go fishing. It was unknown if it was because of his 

poor skills or because he was old He couldn’t catch one or two of them. 

Ru Yu moved to the Lei family to play chess with Lei Taihe the next night. Lei Zhensheng and Lei Zhenyu 

didn’t come back for dinner that night. They said that they had a social event, so Lei Taihe was unhappy. 

He said that he raised two sons and married two daughters-in-law In the end, there was no one to play 

with him. He was still like a lonely old man. 

When ru Yu heard what he said, she couldn’t help but feel sad. Although Lei Zhenyu said that he was 

only 30 years old, Lei Taihe was already 75 years old. He was an old man. He was alone every day. It was 

lonely without anyone to accompany him. 

In fact, Cai Shaofen stayed at home more every day. However, she wanted to be the mistress of the Lei 

family and be the housekeeper of the Lei family. Therefore, she had to worry about logistics. 

Furthermore, because Cai Shaofen had not given birth for 18 years, Lei Taihe was a little unhappy when 

he saw her. Cai Shaofen also knew her place, so she rarely hung out with Lei Taihe. 

That night, ru Yu ate dinner and played chess with Lei Taihe. At that time, she was about to go upstairs. 

When she saw Lei Taihe playing chess alone, she casually said, “Dad, why don’t I play chess with you? ” 

At that time, she just wanted to go back to her room alone and was bored. Lei Zhenyu didn’t come back, 

and her books were still at her former home. Even the books in Lei Zhenyu’s room were legal, so she 

couldn’t read them. 

That night, Lei Taihe finally found out that his little daughter-in-law actually told him about playing 

chess. He often couldn’t beat her, so he looked at her in a different light. Usually, he would ask her to 

play chess with him. 

Regarding Lei Taihe’s proposal for Lei Zhenyu and ru Yu to hold a supplementary wedding, Lei Zhenyu 

denied it. He said that the most important thing for the Lei Corporation now was to get that piece of 

land. Lei Zhenyu had just started working a few days ago, so if they held a supplementary wedding.. 

Then the wedding would mean a honeymoon. 

The project of the Lei family company could not be delayed. Therefore, even if they wanted to hold a 

supplementary wedding, they had to wait for Lei Zhenyu to acquire that piece of land. 

Chapter 1174: Lei Zhenyu and Song Yuxi pair up 

 

In the end, Lei Taihe decided that the wedding of Ru Yu and Lei Zhenyu would be held after Lei Zhenyu 

helped the Lei family take over the land. Moreover, because he had recently fallen in love with Ru Yu, he 

had repeatedly promised that the wedding would be grand and unprecedented. 

When Lei Taihe said this, Lan Ruoshui happened to hear it at the dining table, so lei taihe turned around 

Lan Ruoshui scoffed at ru Yu and said, “grand and unprecedented wedding. It’s not certain whether 

there will be a wedding or not “Don’t think that just because you’re a painter that you’re so great. If 



you’re not of any help to the Lei family or my uncle’s work, sooner or later, won’t you be swept away 

from the Lei family? ” 

Ru Yu frowned when she heard Lan Ruoshui’s words. She had moved back to the Lei family for a month, 

and Lan Ruoshui rarely came home. Of course, she was not around during the day, so even if Lan 

Ruoshui came home, she would not know. 

In short, she rarely met Lan Ruoshui, and her work had been going smoothly recently. She did not see 

Lan Ruoshui, and she almost forgot about her. 

However, she didn’t expect to meet her at the dining table tonight, and this woman became arrogant 

again Therefore, she said coldly, “even if I didn’t help Lei Zhenyu’s career, he still married me. As for you, 

as the eldest daughter of the Lei family, you seem to be very helpful to Jin Zhengnan’s career, but you 

still can’t marry him, right? ” 

In terms of poison, she, che Ru Yu, was not inferior to her, Lan Ruoshui. It was just that she didn’t like to 

scold people, but since there was a vicious dog bullying her, she naturally wouldn’t be polite. 

Lan Ruoshui flew into a rage out of humiliation She could not help but growl, “Che ruyu, don’t be so 

smug. Lei Zhenyu is already with Song Yuxi now. The two of them are always together in the Lei family. 

Last night, they even invited the director of the city construction bureau to dinner. Take out a broken 

mirror to take a look. How is she prettier than Yu Xi? ” 

As soon as Lan Ruoshui finished her words, she saw Lei Taihe walking out from the side. She 

immediately wanted to turn around, but was stopped by Lei Taihe. “Ruoshui, what did you say just now? 

Why is Yu Xi with Zhenyu? ” 

“grandfather. ” Lan Ruoshui was still a little afraid of her grandfather Thus, she said carefully, “I don’t 

know about this. I went to wing Zhan hotel for dinner yesterday and saw uncle and Yu Xin sitting 

together. Of course, there were two men at the table. Later, I heard that they were the director of the 

city construction bureau or something. ” 

“okay, I got it. You should leave now. ” Lei Taihe waved his hand, signaling his granddaughter to get lost 

Then, he looked at Ru Yu who was standing there blankly and said, “Well, Zhenyu and Yu Xi separated 

seven years ago. I don’t think they will get back together. Even if Zhenyu agrees, I wouldn’t want that 

kind of shameless woman to enter the Lei family. ” 

Hearing Lei Taihe’s comforting words, ru Yu couldn’t help but feel a warmth in her heart. In fact, when 

she heard Lan Ruoshui say that Lei Zhenyu and Song Yuxi were together, her heart was really aching. 

It was as if her heart was clear. She and Lei Taihe were in an agreement marriage, but she still couldn’t 

bear the fact that he and his ex-girlfriend were together. She thought that she really had to talk to Lei 

Zhenyu again tonight. 

Because of her absent-mindedness, ru Yu and Lei Taihe lost both their chess games at night. Lei Taihe 

was a little unhappy and said that she didn’t put in any effort. It was simply a perfunctory reply. 

Ru Yu did not say a word when she heard this. She must not be in the mood to play chess at all. If she 

did not brush him off, who would? 



Chapter 1175, her husband’s attitude 

 

Lei Zhenyu only came back at 12 o’clock in the evening. When he came back, he reeked of alcohol. Ru 

Yu, who had fallen asleep on her custom-made Sofa bed, was woken up by him. 

“It’s so late already? ” Ru Yu sat up from the bed and rubbed her eyes with her hands. She looked at the 

man who was taking off his coat. There was a bright red lipstick mark on his white shirt. 

“I invited the people from the city construction bureau to dinner and then accompanied them to sing 

and drink. ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice sounded a little tired. “It’s not as comfortable as being a lawyer. ” 

“then… I heard that Miss Song Yuxi also went with you, right? ” Ru Yu said faintly. She tried her best to 

sound calm, but there was still a faint hint of jealousy in her voice. 

“Yes. ” Lei Zhenyu did not deny it. Instead, he yawned and said, “she just came to work two days ago. 

My brother found her. She’s in the project development department. ” 

“is she very capable? ” Ru Yu frowned. The Project Development Department was actually similar to 

public relations. Could it be that Song Yuxi used to be in public relations? 

“It’s not a question of whether she’s capable or not. ” Lei Zhenyu rushed out and sat down by her sofa 

bed to explain to her. “This project is actually not complicated. The reason why the urban construction 

bureau has been stuck is because my brother’s current mistress is the ex-girlfriend of the bureau chief. 

The two of them are competing with each other, so I’ve been working for a month without making any 

progress. This time, we let Yu Xi enter the project development department because our people have 

found out that the bureau chief is Yu Xi’s uncle. Therefore, we hope that through her connections, we 

can see if we can take down this project. ” 

“Oh, I see. ” Ru Yu understood after listening to Lei Zhenyu’s explanation. In this society, it was indeed 

not an easy task for companies to get approval from the government. 

As for the lipstick on Lei Zhenyu’s shirt, she did not know whose it was. After all, he had to accompany 

those people for dinner, singing, and drinking. If he could not face them, he would have to call them 

‘little sister’ . Who knew who would end up kissing whom after drinking and smearing himself? 

Ru Yu did not ask Lei Zhenyu about the lipstick on his shirt. Instead, she pushed him to take a shower 

and change his clothes. She said that it was already so late. If he did not hurry to rest, he would have to 

go back to work the next morning. 

Lei Zhenyu noticed the lipstick on his clothes when he took off his shirt. He frowned instinctively. He 

remembered that Song Yuxi was drunk when she was singing at night. When it finally ended, she could 

barely stand, let alone walk. 

Song Yuxi went with him. He could not leave her alone, so he helped her out of the KTV and asked the 

driver to drive her back. 

Lei Zhenyu explained the situation to ru Yu. Finally, he said, “it was probably me who helped Song Yuxi 

from the club to the car. At that time, she could not stand properly and leaned on me, so… it was 

imprinted on her. ” 



Ru Yu smiled and nodded. She pushed him into the bathroom with her hands, but her heart instantly felt 

much more relaxed. He did not hide it from her. He even explained it to her very carefully. This attitude 

was completely like a husband telling his wife his whereabouts. 

Inexplicably, ru Yu felt that this was very good. Even if there was no so-called love between Lei Zhenyu 

and her, he was honest to her, respected her, and treated her with the heart of a husband. This was 

probably an ordinary couple in the world, right? 

 Chapter 1176 battle between wife and Ex 

 

When Lei Zhenyu came out of the shower, ru Yu was already asleep on the sofa bed. The Bloody 

Tampon in the toilet basket told him that she was having her period. 

He bent down and picked her up horizontally. He gently placed her on the big bed and slowly lay down 

beside her. He was careful not to wake her up. He pulled the blanket over and pulled her into his arms. 

He covered her lower abdomen with his big palm and closed his eyes He slowly fell asleep with her. 

One night, ru Yu felt as if she was leaning against a stove. She slept very comfortably. When she opened 

her eyes, she was surprised to find that there was an arm on her lower abdomen. 

She finally woke up. She turned her head and saw Lei Zhenyu smiling at her. When she was angry, he 

quickly kissed her on the cheek. “Good morning, dear wife. ” 

Her face was slightly red. The fire in her heart was finally suppressed by his “Good Morning. ” Moreover, 

her lower abdomen was cold during her period. Under his careful care last night, she indeed slept much 

more peacefully than she did on the sofa bed alone. 

When Lei Zhenyu was changing his clothes, ru Yu was applying a moisturizer on her face. She did not like 

makeup, but skin care products were still used, especially in winter, when the air was dry, a moisturizer 

was essential. 

“Zhenyu, after work today, I want to go back and bring some of my books over. Come home early to 

accompany dad. He has fallen in love with chess recently, he will probably be lonely without anyone to 

accompany him, ” ru Yu said as she applied a moisturizer on her face. 

“Okay, ” Lei Zhenyu agreed without hesitation, and then asked with concern, “Oh right, are you okay 

going back alone? Do you have a lot of books? Do you need a free coolie like me to help? ” 

“No need. I can go back alone. I’m not going to bring all the books here. I’m just going to get a few to 

read. ” Ru Yu immediately refused and went downstairs to have breakfast with him. 

As Ru Yu and Lei Zhenyu went to work in different directions, their cars separated on the avenue outside 

the Lei family’s compound. Lei Zhenyu drove to the Lei family while she drove to her studio. 

After work in the afternoon, she went downstairs to eat. She usually wanted to come back for lunch, so 

she would eat at the Chinese restaurant near Yunheng building. Occasionally, she would also eat at the 

Western restaurant on the second floor of Yunheng building. 



As soon as she sat down at the Chinese restaurant, she immediately rushed to the dining table and saw 

a shadow. She looked up slightly and was surprised to find that Song Yuxi was standing opposite her. 

“Miss Song, ” ru Yu frowned slightly. “Is there anything you need? I remember that the money for the 

painting has already been returned to your card. ” 

“That’s why I’m here. ” Song Yuxi placed a check in front of ru Yu and said indifferently, “I’ve already 

bought the painting. I didn’t say that I wanted to return it, so I must give this money to Madam Che. ” 

“what… do you mean? ” Ru Yu immediately became vigilant. She looked at Song Yuxi and said, “Zhenyu 

doesn’t want the thing you gave him. ” 

“He can throw it away if he doesn’t like it, ” Song Yuxi said very strongly. “In short, I’m the one who gave 

it to him, not you. You have no right to deal with his things. ” 

“I’m her wife. ” Ru Yu immediately looked at her coldly. Her voice was not strict and authoritative. “Lei 

Zhenyu and I are husband and wife. He belongs to me. I naturally have the right to deal with his things. 

What right do you have to tell me what to do about my family’s matters? ” 

“Wife? ” Song Yuxi’s lips curled into a mocking smile. Then, she raised her head and said, “I don’t think 

Ms. Che Ru Yu knows yet. Last night, Zhenyu hugged her. Who Do you think is his wife? ” 

Chapter 1177 the battle between the wife and the ex 

 

“Hehe, ” ru Yu could not help but laugh out loud Looking at the furious Song Yuxi, she said mockingly, 

“Miss Song, go to those entertainment venues and take a look. The ladies sitting at the tables are always 

snuggling in the arms of men. Could it be that those ladies sitting at the tables are the wives of men? ” 

Song Yuxi’s face immediately turned red with embarrassment and anger. However, after a short 

moment, it returned to normal She said in a low voice, “Che Ruyu, I know you were bullied badly by Lan 

Ruoshui last time. This time, you want to use Lei Zhenyu to attack Lan Ruoshui. In fact, the person you 

still love in your heart is Jin Zhengnan. How about this? How about we work together and you return Lei 

Zhenyu to me, and I guarantee that Jin Zhengnan will return to your side. What do you think? ” 

“Miss Song is indeed an elite of the Lei family’s Development Department. She knows how to make 

deals, ” ru Yu’s words were obviously filled with sarcasm Then, she snorted and said, “however, I’m 

afraid I’ll have to disappoint miss song. Right now, I have no interest in Jin Zhengnan at all. The only 

person I’m interested in is my husband, Lei Zhenyu. So, I’m very sorry. I don’t think we have a chance to 

work together. ” 

Song Yuxi’s face alternated between red and white However, she still forced a smile and said, “It doesn’t 

matter if you don’t work with me. However, if that’s the case, I’m afraid that both sides will fail because 

Lei Zhenyu will definitely choose to be with me. The Lei Corporation’s project is there. If he wants to get 

the approval, he will have to exchange it with his marriage. And if you leave Lei Zhenyu, Lan Ruoshui will 

probably marry Jin Zhengnan. The final result… … .. 



“Miss Song, if you’ve said enough, you can leave now. ” Ru Yu coldly gave the order to leave. Just then, 

the food she ordered was served. Her face was cold as she said, “don’t sit across from me and affect my 

appetite, okay? ” 

“You? ” Song Yuxi was so angry that her face was red and her neck was thick. When she saw the waiter 

looking at her in confusion, she immediately stomped her feet and coldly said, “Che Ru Yu, just you wait. 

I’ll personally see how you get out of the Lei family crying. ” 

Ru Yu shrugged her shoulders and did not take Song Yuxi’s words to heart. Although she and Lei Zhenyu 

had not been together for long, it had only been less than three months, but she knew that Lei Zhenyu 

was the same as her It was impossible for him to accept someone who had betrayed him in the past. 

Lei Zhenyu might not have completely forgotten Song Yuxi, just like how she could not forget Jin 

Zhengnan in a short period of time. However, not forgetting did not mean that she would accept it 

again. She was very clear about this. 

In the afternoon, when she was about to get off work, she received a call from Lin Pianran. She said that 

there would be a rock climbing competition on New Year’s Day and asked if she was interested in 

participating. It was already mid-november. If she wanted to participate, she would have to prepare in 

advance. Of course.. They still had the cross-country competition after the rock-climbing competition. 

She calmly said that she estimated that she would not be able to participate in the rock-climbing 

competition with them this year. As for the cross-country competition, she would not be able to 

participate because she had a lot of things to do this year. She would have to wait until next year’s May 

first. 

After work, ru Yu directly drove to her and Jin Zhengnan’s former home. The studio was not particularly 

far from their former home. It was only a twenty-minute drive away. Moreover, she left half an hour 

earlier to avoid the rush hour. 

After parking the car, she was familiar with the roads. She walked upstairs and reached the door of her 

home. She took out her keys to open the door. However, when she stepped in, she was surprised to find 

that the home was as clean as new. She did not remember having hired a part-time worker to clean it. 

There was a sound in the kitchen. She was shocked and immediately ran over. However, she found Jin 

zhengnan cooking in the kitchen in an instant. She was furious and could not help but shout in a low 

voice, “Jin Zhengnan, why are you still living in my house? ” 

 Chapter 1178 there were memories in this house 

 

Ru Yu’s face was red with anger. She gritted her teeth and glared at the man in front of her. She really 

had the urge to pick him up and throw him out of the window. Of course, that was if Jin Zhengnan was 

only the size of a cat. 

Jin Zhengnan was a little surprised when he saw her walk in, but he quickly recovered. He turned off the 

gas stove and walked over He explained to her in a soft voice, “today is my birthday. You forgot that we 

celebrate our birthdays together every year. Sometimes it’s today and sometimes it’s tomorrow, 

because tomorrow is your birthday. ” 



When he mentioned it, ru Yu finally remembered that today was indeed Jin Zhengnan’s birthday, and 

her birthday was tomorrow. In fact, if Jin Zhengnan didn’t mention it now, she would have forgotten it 

herself. 

“What does your birthday have to do with you living in my house? ” Ru Yu finally reacted She couldn’t 

help but mock, “Jin Zhengnan, did you have a conflict with Lan Ruoshui Did you hide from my house 

because you thought she was annoying you But are you out of your mind She can find my place. If you 

want to hide, why don’t you hide somewhere she can’t find you “What’s the difference between staying 

here and staying in your own home? ” 

“Of course there’s a difference, ” Jin zhengnan quickly explained. “I used to live here for three years. I 

just bought it at my own home. It’s cold and empty. There’s nothing. I can’t be bothered to live there. ” 

“Tsk, ” ru Yu snorted coldly and then rebutted mercilessly, “Jin Zhengnan, aren’t you overthinking? 

There’s nothing here except for furniture. You live here alone, so it’s also cold and empty. ” 

“No, there’s one here, ” Jin Zhengnan insisted stubbornly. “We’ve lived here for three years, and I’m 

very familiar with every piece of furniture here. So, here are our three years of memories. ” 

Those memories, especially when they celebrated their birthday together, they wouldn’t go to the hotel 

outside to eat. The two of them would go to the supermarket to buy ingredients together, then cook 

together and cook their own good dishes to eat. 

On their birthday night, there were only the two of them, but they lavishly bought a double-layer 

birthday cake, put her birthday candle on the top layer of the cake, and put his birthday candle on the 

bottom layer of the birthday cake. He said that his wife was always high and mighty. 

On nights like that, they would light candles, drink red wine, eat the dishes they made together, and tell 

each other happy birthday! 

Ru Yu also recalled this and could not help but boo in her heart. It turned out that such a terrible 

marriage actually still had some sweet memories left in the bottom of their hearts that could not be 

erased. 

Even such an animal, Jin Zhengnan, could still think of the scene of their birthday together on their 

birthday. He thought of the little warmth that once belonged to them and actually came to her house on 

their birthday. 

“Alright, I won’t argue with you today. ” As Ru Yu spoke, she turned around and walked towards the 

living room. She took off her coat. As the room was heated, it was hot as soon as she walked in She 

turned around and looked at Jin Zhengnan who had followed her out and said, “however, I want to 

repeat it again. This House is mine. You can’t come here without my permission. It’s not right for you to 

break into a private house like this, understand? ” 

“Why don’t you sell this House that is free to me? ” Jin Zhengnan saw that she had taken off her 

windbreaker and walked forward. Almost instinctively, he reached out his hand and wanted to help her 

take it. 

However, when his hand was about to touch her windbreaker, ru Yu quickly accepted it. Then, she threw 

the windbreaker onto the back of the SOFA. 



Chapter 1179. This House has her shadow 

 

“I’M NOT SELLING IT! ” Ru Yu refused immediately. Then she turned around and walked toward the 

study room. She came back to get the books. She remembered that last summer vacation, she went 

back to Binhai and bought a few books. 

“Anyway, you don’t live in this house, so it’s empty. Just buy it for me. ” Jin Zhengnan followed live ru Yu 

into the study room. It was not easy for him to be alone with him, and in this house, he had to convince 

her today Let her sell this house to him. 

“Why should I sell the house? I’m not waiting for money. ” Ru Yu frowned and glared at him. She felt 

that he was a little crazy, so she ignored him. She opened the bookshelf door and began to slowly search 

for the books she wanted with her hands. 

Her study room was big, and she had a lot of books. Because she was a painter, she would go around the 

world for many years to sketch. And every time she went to a place, she would always remember to 

bring back the local characteristics and books. 

Jin Zhengnan was dreaming. Letting her sell this house to him was simply a dream. This house was 

bought with raw materials, and she personally designed it. Then, she personally bought the decoration 

materials. She personally supervised every construction Even if it was a water pipe, a switch, or even a 

light bulb, she had personally chosen them carefully. 

It had taken her three months to renovate the house. During those three months, she had hardly drawn 

a painting for the House. She had poured all her heart and feelings into the house. This was beyond the 

description of the price How could she sell the house? 

Selling the house was equivalent to selling her heart and feelings! 

“But, what use is this house to you? ” Jin Zhengnan saw that her attitude was so stiff He also said a little 

unhappily, “in fact, if the house is left empty, it will easily be damaged, right “It will only be popular if 

someone lives in it, so sell it to me. The price is up to you, and you can even include the original 

renovation cost. This price is definitely much higher than if you sell it to an outsider, don’t you think so? 

” 

“I’M NOT SELLING IT! ” Ru Yu’s voice was still cold and stiff, and she didn’t even turn her head to look at 

him She just stared at her row of densely packed books and said, “Jin Zhengnan, if you want to buy a 

second-hand house, there are plenty of them outside, right “The decorations are more luxurious and 

exquisite than mine. Some people’s houses are almost like the royal palace. Why do you have to buy my 

house? ” 

“What does the luxurious houses outside have to do with me? ” Jin Zhengnan continued to coax him. “I 

like this house because I have lived in this house for three years. I am used to living in it. ” 

Jin Zhengnan thought to himself, no matter how beautiful the houses outside were, they were all 

unfamiliar to me. Even the cold world. He could not find any memories and warmth with her, so why 

should he buy it? 



He was so familiar with this House that he felt warm as soon as he walked in. Even if she was not in the 

house, her footprints could be found everywhere. The dressing table in the room had matchboxes that 

looked like pagodas Her paintings hung on the walls of every room, and the exquisite embroidery that 

fell on the curtain was also personally embroidered by her. 

Living in such a house, he would not be absolutely lonely. He would not be absolutely lonely because in 

such a house, there were all the feelings that she had once paid for him. 

Chapter 1180. Let’s celebrate our birthday together, shall we 

 

Ru Yu couldn’t be bothered with Jin Zhengnan. If it wasn’t for the fact that it was his birthday today, she 

didn’t want to quarrel with him. Otherwise, she would have called the security guards from the 

management office to chase him out. 

Ru Yu finally found enough of her books. She took a shopping bag and packed it. She turned around and 

looked at Jin Zhengnan who was still standing at the door of the study. She frowned Then, she said 

indifferently, “Jin Zhengnan, please leave after dinner. Today is your birthday. I won’t argue with you, 

but please be tactful. Don’t always come to other people’s houses for no reason. Don’t you know that 

breaking and entering is illegal? ” 

“What do you mean by breaking and entering? ” Jin Zhengnan had a disdainful look on his face. “I’ve 

lived here for three years. I usually live here, and the security guards know me. Who doesn’t know that 

I’m going back to my own home? ” 

Hearing his shameless words, ru Yu was so angry that she wanted to vomit blood. She had seen 

shameless people, but she had never seen such a shameless person. He had divorced her, and he had 

left the house to her.. Now, he could actually say that he was going back to his own home? 

“Jin Zhengnan, ” ru Yu said through gritted teeth. Then, she enunciated each word clearly, “I’ll say it one 

more time. After we eat, we’ll leave. Otherwise, don’t blame me, ru Yu, for being heartless. I’ll get 

someone to change the lock on this door tomorrow. ” 

The corner of Jin Zhengnan’s mouth twitched. Did she think that changing the lock would be able to stop 

him He had lived here for three years and had long treated this place as his own home. How could he 

just move away like that? 

Seeing that he did not say anything, ru Yu thought that he had agreed. So, she sighed softly and walked 

from the study to the door. Just as she was about to pass by the dining hall, she saw that the dining 

table was full of dishes. She could not help but think, what is wrong with Jin Zhengnan How many days 

did he have to eat to cook so many dishes by himself? 

“Why don’t we stay and celebrate our birthday together? ” Jin Zhengnan saw that ru Yu was about to 

leave with her book So he quickly said carefully, “Ru Yu, I remember that we used to celebrate our 

birthdays together, right? Last year, we celebrated your birthday together. This year, we should have 

celebrated my birthday together, don’t you think so? ” 

Ru Yu’s heart instinctively twitched. A suffocating pain came from the bottom of her heart. She could 

not help but grip the shopping bag that contained the book tightly. Her nails dug into her flesh. 



She remembered that she loved Jin Zhengnan so much that she suggested spending their first birthday 

together on their first year of marriage. Therefore, the first time they spent their first birthday together 

was on his birthday. 

Last year was the second time, on her birthday. And this year, if they were still married, the third time 

they spent their birthday together was indeed on Jin Zhengnan’s birthday. 

Unfortunately, the truth was hard to predict. She and Jin Zhengnan were destined to spend only two 

birthdays together, so this year, their birthdays had already gone their separate ways every time. 

“I’m sorry, Mr. Jin Zhengnan, ” ru Yu’s voice was indifferent and distant As she pulled the door open, she 

said coldly, “I’m not interested in spending my birthday with others, and my husband will never allow 

me to do so. ” 

Ru Yu’s words silently reminded Jin Zhengnan that it was too late for him to do all this. She already had a 

new family and a new husband. She did not want to do anything that would make her husband 

unhappy. 

The word ‘husband’ really hurt Jin zhengnan deeply. His face darkened almost instantly. Seeing that ru 

Yu was about to walk out of the door, he instinctively reached out and grabbed her wrist. With a little 

force, he pulled her back. 

Ru Yu did not guard against Jin Zhengnan’s move, so she was pulled back by him and bumped into his 

body. She instinctively reached out to push him. Perhaps because she did not have enough strength, she 

did not push him Instead, Jin Zhengnan reached out with his other hand and grabbed her waist. 

 


